《The Mysterious CEO》
199 At the edge of life or death!
Well, every man would like girls who were kind of a white lotus who were acting like
a pitiful woman. Seeing a pitiful woman who needed to be protected in front of
them, a sudden urge arose in the men's heart that they wanted to fight against the
whole world or it could be said imaginary world only to save that pitiful woman.
Liu Ruolan knew this kind of thought and used it to her advantage many times.
Sometimes, Bo Xiao fell for her tricks and did the same thing like other arrogant men
or you could say stupid men did like fighting against the whole world or sometimes,
Bo Xiao kicked Liu Ruolan and made her fall and scream!
Like he did now!
'Bang!'
"Scream!" Bo Xiao ruthlessly kicked her making her fall on the ground.
Usually, Bo Xiao's mood was normal, completely unlike this ruthless nature which he
was showing now but since Liu Juan came here, i.e from yesterday, he was behaving
arrogantly and coldly towards Liu Ruolan. Perhaps, Liu Ruolan and Liu Juan looked
so similar that Bo Xiao's hatred for Liu Juan was released onto Liu Ruolan.
As Bo Xiao and Liu Ruolan were like a perfect match...wait...what did it mean 'like'?
They were a perfect match for each other, so was their thinking.

In this case, Liu Ruolan was right, Bo Xiao was behaving like this only because he
wasn't able to accept the truth that he wasn't able to find Liu Juan earlier than his boss
and he wasn't able to kill Liu Juan.

More than that, his boss had found out about his betrayal. So in retrospect, it was a
very dangerous situation for him right now.
Bo Xiao was the man who always knew how to win. So how could he willingly accept
a setback one after another? But obviously, he would release his anger of not
conquering what he wanted on anyone and that anyone was Liu Ruolan.

Should we say poor Liu Ruolan??!!
We should have been said 'poor Liu Ruolan', however, she was still feeling that it was
all Liu Juan's fault that Bo Xiao had not been able to find Liu Juan at the right time
and kill her. So in this scenario, we should say stupid Liu Ruolan!
Furthermore, both Bo Xiao and Liu Ruolan didn't know that the series of events that
had led to Bo Xiao's defeat, either in a mission and in love with Liu Juan, would be
continued like this since Liu Juan was back.
…
Bo Xiao didn't bother with Liu Ruolan anymore and continued to put on his clothes
while removing the towel from his hips as he already disregarded Liu Ruolan's
presence.
Seeing Bo Xiao so angry, Liu Ruolan could do only one thing and that was to leave his
room!
Whereas on Liu Juan's side, she wanted to meet Liu Ruolan before leaving for the
mission, sadly, the man didn't allow her to meet her. So in the end, Liu Juan had to
leave disheartedly and with resentment against her boss.
However, it was a good thing that Liu Juan didn't meet Liu Ruolan otherwise, Liu Juan
would have had to leave with sadness in her heart for her mission because Liu Ruolan
was very angry at her due to Bo Xiao's unkind behavior towards Liu Ruolan.
****
Since Bo Xiao, Liu Juan and the other team members had left for the mission, Liu
Ruolan didn't bother to leave her room for a second.
There were two reasons behind that was, for one thing, she detested to see Liu Juan's
face again and second was she had an unknown fear against their boss.
So she preferred to stay in her room, no matter how many days had passed.
Soon, almost one month passed and there was no news regarding the mission. Liu
Ruolan was getting frustrated being cooped up in her room and doing nothing all day.
Well, she had been doing nothing in the past days except for wandering here and there
and burning Bo Xiao's money on shopping.
However, there was also one thing she did while staying in her room and that was, she
was planning her strategy to kill Liu Juan as soon as possible. She had come up with

many appropriate plans. Now she had to wait for Bo Xiao and let him decide which
one he wanted to use to remove Liu Juan as his threat for his position.
Besides planning, she was having daydreams for receiving Bo Xiao's compliments for
thinking of such appropriate ideas.
Now, she just had to wait for Bo Xiao's return.
Liu Ruolan should be really thankful for God to hear her wishes and making them
fulfilled for not only to bring Bo Xiao back but also killing Liu Juan without making
her to do anything.
Should she be grateful then?
Unfortunately No!
Why?
Time would tell…
…
The night was filled with twinkling stars and the bright moon while the cold breezes
were roaming in the entire city to make the atmosphere freezing cold which had its
different charm.
However, no one wanted to admire this charm in the scenario where one was hanging
at the edge of life or death.
"What are you doing? Why aren't you driving so fast? If you don't know how to drive?
If not then move from drivers seat and let others drive!" Bo Xiao's roaring sound was
echoed in the stiffened environment of the van.
The blood smell was filling the van and everyone was very cautious as well as
attentive for any unknown danger. The driver had stepped on the accelerator and sped
up the van to the point that the van was looking as if it was flying. No matter how
many cars came in between, the van was sophistically passing through them at flying
speeds as it was a matter related to life or death and they couldn't afford to lose their
team member. More appropriately a very important team member i.e Liu Juan.

